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Advanced Privileging

Develop privilege content with confidence

End-to-end electronic privileging

Creating and maintaining privilege request forms to 
remain in compliance with current industry standards 
and regulations can be a daunting task. The process is 
labor-intensive and requires an error-free approach. 
With Advanced Privileging you can:

• Create and maintain privileges via access to the
symplr Provider Privileging library, which includes
competency criteria outside of standard ACGME
and AOA curriculum-based training

• Review, customize, and easily edit privileges by
specialty

• Place privilege request forms in draft format and
publish once approved

• Create a new practice area; or add or update core
and special privilege definitions

• Include text, such as page headers and signature
lines, on privilege request forms

• Include education requirements for a practice
area or privilege

Our industry experts use approximately 
40 resources when researching content 
for privileges in a specialty such as:

• American College of Graduate Medical
Education/American Osteopathic
Association (ACGME/AOA)

• The Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Canada (RPSC)

• American Nurses Association (ANA)

• American Board of Medical Specialties
(ABMS)

• American College of Cardiology (ACC)

• Society of American Gastrointestinal
and Endoscopic Surgeons (ASGES)
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Privileging and credentialing are at the heart of patient safety. When your organization appoints 
providers using the most current and accurate privileging information available, you and your 
patients can be confident in the quality of care your providers deliver. And in the era of healthcare 
reform, which rewards quality over quantity, you need integration and insight for provider data 
management, including the ability to map codes (e.g., ICD, CPT, HCPCS) to privileges.

With  Advanced Privileging, the entire privileging lifecycle is covered. Benefit from a full integration
with other symplr Provider modules, such as Application Manager, Committee Manager, Provider 
Profile, Provider Lookup, and an optional integration with symplr Quality Review.
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As reimbursement models evolve and the need to show positive outcomes increases, it’s 
become vital to monitor, benchmark, and report on provider performance. symplr Quality 
Review* software automates workflows for peer review and focused/ongoing professional 
practice evaluation (FPPE and OPPE) and gives insight for education and improvement. 

*Optional module
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Maximize revenue and reduce risk with symplr Quality Review
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Corporate Privileging  functionality allows multi-entity clients to manage how specific
entities view, modify, and share Practice Area and Privilege Setup records. You can specify
all or a subset of privileges to apply across the entire organization or by facility or entity.
In addition, enterprise-scale privilege publishing enables rapid rollout and updates to 
privileges across enterprises. While providing centralization, each entity maintains a clear 
view of their own medical staff’s privileging data.

Manage initial and ongoing privileges with ease
Getting your providers credentialed and privileged quickly and with confidence is critical
to patient safety, clinician satisfaction, and kickstarting the revenue cycle. An end-to-end 
electronic privileges and provider data management system streamlines the process and 
ensures providers deliver only those procedures and services they are competent to perform.

•  Allow providers to make digital requests for specific privileges
•  Approve requested privileges via Committee Manager
•  Identify privilege status: requested, approved, denied, not requested
•  View current and past versions of a practice area or privilege
•  Link CPT and ICD codes assigned to a practice area privilege
•  Display delineated privileges in real-time with an online Privilege Lookup tool

View a snapshot of requested and delineated privileges
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